
SPRING – 1

Topic name: (RE) Wealth and Poverty  

Why study this topic?

This topic gives an understanding of different types of poverty, absolute 
and relative poverty. You will learn different religious views on poverty 
and wealth and how religious people respond to this. A comparative 

study with Christianity and one other religion will explore how wealth 
and poverty affects their lives. 

Links to Numeracy

In Ethics students are given statistical data, they need to interpret and analyse. They conduct 
surveys and complete tally charts to support their data. Bar charts and pie charts are used. 

Links to Literacy

Year 8 Ethics- Curriculum Road Map

AUTUMN - 1

Topic name: (RE) Martin Luther King-Prejudice 
and discrimination

Why study this topic?’/

This topic explores racism and how that 
affects others in society. They focus on a 
case study from Martin Luther King and 

what has he done for change in the black 
community. BLM will be the modern focus 
to see what has changed from civil rights 

movement.   

SUMMER - 1

Topic name: (RE) Holocaust and suffering- Is 
there a God? 

Why study this topic?

This topic explores the world religion of 
Judaism. Students will learn their beliefs and 
practices. They will understand the problem 

of evil and suffering argument. They will 
challenge big questions such ‘Why is there 
evil and suffering in the world? They will 

focus on the events of the Holocaust. 

SUMMER - 2

Topic name: (PSHE) Looking after our health. 

Why study this topic?

Students will learn about self awareness and be 
able to express their emotional literacy. This unit 

will look at health education and how to be 
aware of possible addictions or illness, methods 

to be able to overcome it.  

Subject Intent statement

AUTUMN - 2

Topic name: (PSHE) Prejudice, values, extremism 

and cults (Relationships Pt1) 

Why study this topic?

This topic you can learn about the fundamental British 
values and tolerance towards others. Students will be 
able to understand how to spot signs of radicalisation 
and extremism and how to stop it. Exploring different 

extremist  groups. 
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SPRING - 2

Topic name: Relationships- safe sex and body image (PT2) 

Why study this topic?

This unit focuses on Relationships and sex 
education (RSE). You will learn about different 

methods of contraception. Explain the religious 
views on using contraception.  You will understand 

body image and conflict in relationships. 
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We learn Ethics/RE as it promotes respect and allow us us to be open minded towards 
each others beliefs and cultures. This subject allows us to connect spiritually and 
develops our moral self to lead, excel, aspire and be resilient/nurturing learners.  

We learn new keywords every lesson, opportunity for reading aloud and learn new information. 
Communication and written skills explored through debates and assessment/presentation tasks. 
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